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Features of the system approach to management of social and economic development of regions

Abstracts: Necessity of achievement of social and economic development of regions is one from important problems during maintenance of competitiveness of economy of Uzbekistan in the world market. In article such tools of management by social and economic development of region, as long-term planning, strategic planning and program - target planning are considered. Realization of tools of strategic planning promotes development of forms of co-operation with business structures of region and is the basis for working out and realization of projects of development. In this article problems of development of region are analyzed.

Keywords: competitiveness of economy, development of region, business structure, strategic planning.

In many regions of Uzbekistan are developed and strategy of social and economic growth are developed, special methods and mechanisms of maintenance of a sustainable development are realized. In regions there are various conditions and difficulties both objective, and subjective character.

To number of the essential problems demanding the prompt decision, concern, first of all, such, as maintenance of the system approach management of social and economic processes in region, a substantiation of directions of re-structuring of a regional economy.

All these circumstances convincingly testify that control system perfection by the social and economic processes occurring in regions is an actual problem. The region can be considered as a part of the subject of the country and as the independent complete formation, having resource potential. Each of these parties has the features that leave traces on managerial process by a course of regional development [1]. At region research as parts of a uniform economic complex of the country arise problems of definition of its place in system of division of labor in a territorial cut, researches cycles and definition on this basis of territorial communications and pro-
portions in a country national economy. Aspects of structural organization in regions are qualitative property of region very important. By region consideration it is necessary to consider its communications with other regional subsystems. The scheme of functioning of region includes such interconnected blocks: as: "the economy", "the population", "environment" and also to consider presence of the state structures influencing occurring processes. At the decision of problems of social and economic development of region it is important to start with quality standard of intraregional communications and relations. Necessity of studying, study and substantiation of directions and tendencies of social and economic development of regions for interrelation on two basic levels of management from here follows: at micro level (level of the enterprises and the organizations, cities and areas) and at macro level (level of the subject of republic). Strategy of management by development of concrete region should provide a choice of optimum ways of social and economic progress, and also the greatest possible increase of competitiveness of regions [2]. One of the major mechanisms of state regulation of economic and social development of regions, achievements of the purposes of social justice by the complex state regional policy, influences on processes of structural reorganization of economy - working out and realization of target programs as the branch and functional character, having a territorial cut, and target programs of social and economic development of separate territories. The primary goal of regional government - creation of the conditions promoting all-round social and economic development of regions and their separate parts; providing complex development of an economy of region; coordination of activity of various branches in its territory with a view of production efficiency increase, working out of strategy and tactics of formation of regional economic complexes, their social and economic development. Research of existing practice of management of regions has shown on necessity not only uniform scientifically well-founded system of planning of social and economic development of the country, and also accurate mechanisms of the coordination and synchronization of strategy and programs of development of regions; concentration of financial resources, alignments of level of social and economic development of regions. The basic condition of increase of management efficiency social and economic development of regions in a direction of their modernization is formation of system strategic planning, including macro- and micro levels, perfection of dimensional - branch system of strategic programmed control by social and economic development. As well as on all country, in
the Dzhizakh area steady rates of increase are provided, good results in development of all spheres are reached. That can see acknowledgement and on an example of big successes which workers of area achieve. In particular, in the first quarter of this year growth of a total regional product in 2014 year has made 9.7%, manufactures in the field of an industrial output – 9.3%, agricultural production 5.9%, volume of civil work is 11.6%, rendering of paid services of 10.7% more than the last year. According to the program of a social and economic development of the region in 2013-2015 realized 2061 projects. As a result of the large-scale work spent with a view of development of industrial sphere, in the first quarter 2013 year in the city of Dzhizakh «Dzhizakh Toshtepa Teks.» are put into operation the textile enterprise «Dzhizakh Togas-games of Kime», specializing on manufacture to exhaust, in Galla-al area the enterprise for release of building sand and rubble, in Zafarabad area the enterprise «Favourite Lines» on grain production, in a farm «Dzhizakh Corva barrack» in Dzhizakh area - a line on milk processing. The Uzbek-German JV organized in the city of «Dzhizakh Plastic» serves Dzhizakh as a vivid example of the work spent to areas for development of light industry. The head of our state has begun a trip to area with acquaintance with the given enterprise. Creation of this factory equipped with modern technologies, is one more practical result of the large-scale work which are carried out in our country with a view of the further development of light industry [3]. At the former system the question of processing of a clap in Uzbekistan did not arise at all, for this purpose it was taken out to other republics. After finding of independence we have paid special attention for clap processing in our country. If in the first years of independence 10-12% of a cotton fiber now the given indicator makes more than 30% were processed. The head of our state has in detail stopped on importance of constant expansion of deep processing of a cotton fiber by light industry development. It promotes reception of additional incomes, the decision of such pressing question, as maintenance of employment of people. With input of the first stage of the enterprise «Dzhizakh Plastics» are adjusted processing of 12 thousand tons of a cotton fiber, manufacture of 8.5 thousand tons of yarn, 4 thousand tons of a knitted fabric a year, manufacture of ready knitted production is mastered. It has given the chance dyeing and processing of 4 thousand tons of a fabric and release of 6 million finished articles. With input in an enterprise system are provided by work of 1750 persons. In area in 2013 grain grains are grown up on 110 thousand hectares irrigated, 70 thousand hectares of earths, on the area in 101.8 thousand
hectares the cotton is cultivated. Dzhizakh’s farmers is planned to lift a grain yield to 312 thousand 460 tons. For this purpose it is necessary to adjust also agricultural products processing, to organize small enterprises. Creation of a special industrial zone “Dzhizakh” and spent work on its execution are directed on the further increase of well-being of the people. Projects realized together with foreign investors create new possibilities for development of national economy and consecutive increase of a standard of living of the population. Within the limits of project PROON «Support of system of local management/phase-2» together with municipal (khokimiat) cities of Dzhizakh and experts of the Ministry of Economics, the project of Strategy of a development of the city of Dzhizakh, representing a complex of priorities, the purposes, methods and problems on maintenance of a steady social and economic development of the city of Dzhizakh for 2016-2024 is developed.
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